Any Hausdorff space X can be embedded into the product space Tl{R¿:feC+(X)}, where R+ is the set of all nonnegative reals with the topology consisting of R+ and all sets of the form {xeR+:x<a}, aeR, and C+'X) is the set of all continuous functions from X to R+. Almost realcompact Hausdorff spaces are characterized as maximal Hausdorff subspaces in their closures in the product. Received by the editors March 21, 1970. A MS 1969 subject classifications. Primary 5440, 5420.
Introduction.
All spaces are assumed to be separated. Recall that a space P is said to be almost compact if every maximal open filter has a cluster point, and almost realcompact if every maximal open filter with the C.C.I.P. has a cluster point. A filter has the C.C.I.P. if every countable subcollection has a cluster point. We refer to [4] for general properties of almost realcompact spaces.
Every realcompact space is almost realcompact, and a completely regular almost realcompact space is realcompact whenever it is either normal and countably paracompact [4, Theorem 11] or extremally disconnected (this follows easily from [4, Theorem 13]). R. Blair and S. Mrówka noticed that it follows from Mrówka's example of the nonrealcompact union of two closed realcompact spaces [7] that the proper image of a realcompact space need not be realcompact, and since the class of all almost realcompact spaces is closed under proper mappings, this yields an example of an almost realcompact completely regular space that is not realcompact. Almost realcompact regular spaces are just the proper images of realcompact spaces because every regular space is a proper image of an extremally disconnected space namely its projective resolution [2] . We do not know any similar characterization of separated almost realcompact spaces.
Realcompact spaces are just the homeomorphs of closed subspaces of the powers of R (in the terminology of Engelking-Mrówka [1] , realcompact spaces are just the 7^-compact spaces). Our main result (Theorem 4 below) is a similar characterization of almost realcompact spaces. Namely every almost realcompact space is just a maximal separated subspace in its closure in some power of nonnegative reals endowed with the topology giving upper semicontinuity. We do not know whether almost realcompact completely regular spaces can be defined as Ecompact spaces for some E. On the other hand, it is clear that almost realcompact spaces cannot be characterized as ¿-compact spaces because a closed subspace of an almost realcompact space need not be almost realcompact (unless the space is regular).
Compact spaces are characterized as homeomorphs of closed subspaces of the powers of the closed unit interval. Here we characterize almost compact spaces (Theorem 5 below) as maximal separated subspaces in their closures in some powers of unit interval considered as a subspace of the nonnegative reals with the topology described above. Given a space E, not necessarily separated, one can define an almost ¿-compact space as a space P such that P is a maximal separated subset in its closure in some power of E. Thus ¿"-compact spaces are almost ¿-compact. The first author is presently engaged in writing a paper on a general theory of almost ¿-compact spaces with particular attention to the spaces E that are complete with respect to a collection of coverings.
Embedding characterization.
The Katëtov extension [5] of a space X is an almost compact space kX such that X is dense in kX, kX-X is a discrete closed subset of kX, and the open neighborhoods of any point of kX-X intersect A' in a maximal open filter. We shall think of the points of kX-A'as maximal nonconvergent open filters on X. Thus, if pei<X-X, then {p}VJU, for Uep, forms a local base at p. The subspace pX of kX consisting of all xeAand all pei<X-X with the C.C.I.P. in Ais the smallest almost realcompact subspace of kX that contains X, see [6] .
We denote by R+ the set of all nonnegative reals with the topology consisting of R+ and all sets of the form {xeR+:x<a}, aeR. Thus/: X->-R+ is continuous iff f:X->-R is upper semicontinuous. We denote by C+(X) the set of all continuous/: X-+R+.
Let of X, then % is a-Cauchy iff °U is y-Cauchy. Lemma [4] . An open ultrafilter °U is x-Cauchy ijf% has the C.C.I.P. on X. Theorem 1. An open ultrafilter % in X has the C.C.I.P. iff for each feC+(X),f is bounded on some Ue&.
Since every a-Cauchy family °U is clearly /?-Cauchy, in view of the above lemma, Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of the following lemma.
If an open ultrafilter % in X is ß-Cauchy, then % is <x-Cauchy.
Proof.
Suppose there exists ^={Cn:«=l, 2, • • -}ea. such that U<kC" for all Ge°ll and «. We may assume ^ is nested, i.e. C^C^ • ■ ■ <= C"<= • • •.
For each xeX, let fix) be defined as min{k:xeCk}=n. If e>0 is given, then Cn is a neighborhood of* such that if yeCn, then/(j)^«<«+£= /(x) + £. Thus feC+iX). Obviously, / is bounded on no U in °k', which contradicts the fact that °U is /9-Cauchy. The proof is complete.
For the next theorem, we need the following little surprising lemma. kX-X such that every feC+(X) extends to afeC+(X<U{p}).
If pepX-X, then p corresponds to a maximal open filter 0* in X with the C.C.I.P. By Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, we have/(^) converges to a point reR+ for each/eC+(A'). Define/(^)=r and/(*)=/(*) for each xeX. Given £>0, since/(á2) converges to r, there exists a Ge0> such that/(G)c(r-£, r + s). Clearly W=GKJ{&} will be a neighborhood of3Pin kXsuchthat/(W)^(r-e, r+e). Therefore/eC+(;ifU{/>}), and consequently (pX-X)^A.
Conversely, if pei<X-pX, then/? is a nonconvergent maximal open filter in X which does not have the C.C.I.P. By Theorem 1, there exists an feC+(X) which is unbounded on every Ge0". Clearly/cannot be extended toan/eC+ÍAuíá2}).
Theorem 3. A space X is almost realcompact iff for each pei<X-X, there exists an feC+(X) such that f cannot be extended to anfeC+(X\J{p}).
Since X is almost real compact iff X=pX, this theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.
We will denote the product space U{RJ:feC+(X)} by Rc+. The continuous map (f> from A'into Rc+ is defined by (<f>(x))f=f(x) foreach/eC+(A).
Corollary.
X is almost realcompact iff for each SPenX-X, the continuous map <j> has no continuous extension from X\J{0>} into Rc+.
Let us denote by yA the characteristic function of A. We will omit the proof of the following simple lemma.
Lemma. Let A^X. Then %AeC+(X) iff A is closed.
Remarks. 1. Since the continuous characteristic functions distinguish points and closed sets in X (by the lemma above), it is clear that <f> is an embedding. To show the sufficiency, suppose X is not almost realcompact. Then there exists a petcX-X such that every feC+(X) can be extended to an geC+(Xu{p}). Since the map </> (as described in Remark 3 above) from XU{p) into Rc+ is an embedding, $(XV{p}) = <p[X] \J{4>(p)} is a separated subspace of <f>[X}~ that properly contains 4>[X].
Denote by /+ the closed interval [0, 1] considered as a subspace of R+, and by B+(X) the set of all continuous functions of X into /+. The product space Y\{fp.feB+(X)} will be denoted by IB+. For eachpexX-X, p corresponds to a maximal open filter °UV in X. By Lemma 2,/(*") converges to a point r in /+ for each feB+iX). Consequently each feB+iX) extends to a geB+(XKJ{p}), given by gip) = r. Iff is the minimum extension off as described in Remark 3, then the same argument shows that y):XKJ{p}->-IB+ defined by (f(x))f=f(x) is an embedding. The proof of the following theorem is thus quite similar to that of Theorem 4. We will leave the details to the reader. Theorem 5. A space X is almost compact iff ip [X] is a maximal separated subspace ofy>[X]~, where the closure is taken in IB+.
